No later than 90 days after enactment, the Army Corps of Engineers will submit a report to Congress and the Iowa and Nebraska Congressional Delegations that 1) provides a review of all the action the Army Corps took to prepare for the 2019 Midwestern flooding which includes the flooding of the Missouri River as well as additional relevant flooding of tributary waters. The report period will outline what action steps the Army Corps took between February 1st and ending that report as of March 31st, 2019 as it relates to the 2019 flooding. 2) The report outlines what action steps the Army Corps took to prepare for this flooding, action steps taken during the flooding incident, and action steps taken in the immediate aftermath of the flooding incident. The report will explain and outline the decision making process for the release of reservoir waters and for each levee that was compromised. 3) The report will outline the communication and action steps the Army Corp took to meet with, and notify, towns and citizens. 4) The report will provide to Congress a list of improvements to communicate with the public that the Army Corps a) can improve upon internally and outlines how it would do so and b) what direction from Congress it would require to make these changes.